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About This Game

Shape an empty island into a wacky ecosystem. Spirit is a simple and casual ecosystem game where you start with an empty
island. New random inhabitants will seek refuge on your island over time, both animals, plants and other elements. It's in your
power to zap them, or grant them amnesty in your world. As you give and take power from various species, they will thrive or

wither away. But take care to keep a balance of creatures, plants and minerals, or your fragile world will soon fall apart.

Adventure Mode:
Play trough 9 missions, and unlock new creatures, plants and minerals for the Free Mode.

Key Features:
* Give animals/plants/minerals energy, and their species will multiply and reproduce more over time

* Take energy from animals/plants/minerals and their species will die and/or stop reproducing
* New animals/plants/minerals occasionally appear near your island, and can be incorporated into your ecosystem

* Animals have different diets, and need food to survive
* Land randomly grows over time, creating and expanding islands

* Day/night, random weather and disasters that affect spawning and animal behaviors
* Adventure Mode gives short challenges, and unlocks new creatures, plants and minerals

* Free Mode lets you choose what objects to start with, from creatures, plants and minerals unlocked
* Animal poop

The Food Chain
At the heart of Spirit is the food chain, which you must carefully balance. An example island may start off as a simple landmass
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with bushes and a few birds. The Spirit can energize and grow the objects you desire, and the game world learns and evolves
from your actions. Creating more bushes and energizing them will grow more berries, which again supports more birds.

Energizing- and allowing the birds to multiply will create a colorful display, but tipping the balance too much will leave all the
bushes picked dry, and eventually the birds starving. As new inhabitants seek amnesty on your islands, you have to make tough
decisions as to i.e. what kind of carnivore population your handful of birds can sustain, or if you have to seek out alternate food

sources or more space first.

The objective in Free Mode is simply to create a thriving island, which under your guidance can become huge and vibrant, while
left untended will soon wither and become an empty lump of land. In Adventure Mode, each mission has a more specific

objective, with unique wacky experiences.
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Title: Spirit
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nylund Games
Publisher:
Nylund Games
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.4ghz i7

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics (i7) card

Storage: 1300 MB available space

English
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this game has so much in common with Game of Thrones as North Korea with space program.
screw you devs.

Waiting for Sam Tarly's poop collecting game or similar ideas.. i dont even own this game why can i review it. Well, I never
thought that playing RPG Maker games could be so fun and attractive, I liked the story, the characters, everything. I just wish
this story to be continued, well there are some bugs but anyway, you should try it! Often these kind of games are made just for
the money, but here you can find a piece of heart too..Thank you a lot for this game, for it's humour and fun!. It's your typical
hacknslash game like old school GoW, Bayonetta, DMC, etc. Nothing great to be expected but it is what it is. Oh and it's worth
the sale price.. Great release from CoG! I've only done one playthrough, but for $2 I already feel like there's a decent amount of
material to make replays fun. I wish there was moe emphasis on the different routes in research you take as opposed to romantic
and social opitons, but overall a lot of fun. If you like the CYOA genre, definetly a good game to pick up.. This was pretty cool!.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Just don't download. If you download, you
will be disapointed. Just Don't download. ===[ \u2764 Audience: ]===
\u2610 Kiddoz
\u2611 Mature
\u2610 Everyone

===[ \u272f Skill: ]===
\u2610 Newbie
\u2611 Casual
\u2610 Experienced
\u2610 Pro

===[ \u03df Players: ]===
\u2611 Family Friendly
\u2610 OK
\u2610 Slightly Toxic
\u2610 Toxic

===[ \u263c Graphics: ]===
\u2610 Hurting my eyes
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 OK
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Beautiful
\u2610 Masterpiece

===[ $ Price\/quality: ]===
\u2611 Worth Full price,
\u2610 Average,
\u2610 Possible Refund,
\u2610 Don't buy it.
\u2610 It's Free

===[ \u2623 Requirments: ]===
\u2611 Basic Female Dog PC
\u2610 Medium
\u2610 Fast
\u2610 NASA computer, 4k everything, even the insects on the dirt

===[ \u263c Difficulty: ]===
\u2610 You just need 2 arms
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
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\u2610 Hard (first few hours)
\u2610 Dark Souls

===[ \u06de Game time\/length ]===
\u2610 Really short ( 0 - 2 hours)
\u2610 Short ( 2 - 8 hours)
\u2610 Few hours ( 8 - 12 hours)
\u2610 Long ( 12+ hours)
\u2611 Endless, so many things to do that even after a 1000 hours you are not even close to 100%

===[ \u266c Story] ===
\u2611 It doesn't have
\u2610 Still better than Twilight
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Fantastic

===[ \u00a7 Bugs ]===
\u2610 Bugs destroying the game
\u2610 Lot of bugs
\u2610 Few Bugs
\u2611 Nothing

===[ \u30c4 Thoughts: ]===
\u2610 Garbage
\u2610 Not my cup of tea
\u2611 It's okay
\u2610 Love it to death

===[ \u2726 Others: ]===
Multiplayer: No
Singleplayer: Yes
Comment: Spaghet is a funny meme game but with a nice touch of horror, the game itself looks pretty good for the content
you'd expect poor detail and graphics for this silly game but it's actually pretty detailed and there is good mechanics. This game
gives me a Five Nights At Freddy's vibe how you need to do the objective in Fnaf it's Survive the night here it's Slap the spaghet
and don't let it freeze while you hide from monsters, I'd say the diffrence between fnaf and Spaghet is there is no story, diffrent
monsters and there is no end time for it. You play until you die and fight for the Number 1 spot on the Worldwide Leaderboard.
Worth the price since it's a small price for the content you get, I'd say the content is pretty enjoyable even though there is not
much to do except slap the Spaghet and survive.. I first played the vanilla game several years ago, with the Western Allies,
Russian, German and French campaigns. It was quite possibly the greatest RTS game I have ever played, using a great system
involving infantry, vehicles and crews, artillery, officers, airborne troops, all sorts of good stuff.
With the Gold version, the "Rush for the Bomb" mode is added, detailing a fictional front of WWII with the rush to build the
atomic bomb.
Started as a great game, now became better.
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Needs work but other than that, it's pretty good and has a lot of content for a game developed by one person.. Hello Gamers,

I bought this game directly because I llike the combination of the content. (Starcraft, Dota,...) It\u00b4s a great concept and also
it looks great to play. This game has much potential to get better in the early access stage. Some things aren\u00b4t balanced
now, so for example you can make your hero invisible and just destroy enemy base in 1 minute. Great...

I try to mention all points now (+ pro \/ - contra):

+ the game search system is awesome, directly after starting AF it looks for matches without click for it. And if you wish you
can accept or deny it. great system to safe time for player.#
- you can\u00b4t choose at the moment if you want to play 1gg1 2gg2 3gg3 in this matchmaking,expect you make a seperated
lobby
+ the graphic elements are awesome
- sounds could be smoother, better and more quality, the music is a bit missing in my opinion
- if you play with friends against bots, you don\u00b4t earn items or EXP, only if you play alone
- the developer needs to make advertising for this game, there are no players online max was about 7 players
+ the build system is great and not to much. you can concentrate to fights and lane control but also have time for build colonies,
great
- the game needs more abilitys, more items, more ships !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
+ much maps available, but i would prefer more items and more ships
- the game feels not well balanced.... no true sight against invisibility (for example you can not build ships for detection or
towers) invisible = 100% invisible .... to unbalanced for a moba
- one of the biggest contra points so far: the unit controlling is not precise enough. sometimes your ship gets unselected for NO
reason and move into it\u00b4s death. the cast system sometimes also kicks you of the selection. the movement while fighting
feels unbalanced and not smooth
+ modules for upgrading your ship, menu playing for training, UI is great designed
- some visual bugs appears with the "fog" for example or the movement lines
-\/+ you can earn EXP but you don\u00b4t have a Level for you ship or account, you level only ingame for the team (no singel
level, it is team level) also it\u00b4s not so good visible how much exp is needed for next item or whatever...
- you don\u00b4t know how to get ships, until you play a lot and then you can see you get it in item box
- the attributes are not explained, what attribute does increase WHAT status ???
- the bots are not that intelligent
- no steam invite function for friends (you need to give code to your friend, feels like OLD games)
- ingame announcements are to less or unprecise (lanes, buildings, ...)
- neutral enemys on lane do NOT attack your hero !?!?!?!
+ i like the team game thinking, your team has the same level ALWAYS and every player, also you all have the same colour but
you also can steal ressources of your friend, I mean thats a great thing but i don\u00b4t think that online players will like this to
stranger ppl
- the zoom needs an optionsbutton for not fixed positions, i don\u00b4t like fixed zoom positions

okay stop now.... there are much more things that could be better, easier to understand and also looking better. But it is early
access and i bet there are coming much changes. I like the game very much also the concept and idea and i also enjoy the low
price !!! it IS worth !!!!! 100% it needs much more players to get the development further. For now it needs more content and
you can see that some elements are not implemented now (recycling of items & & & ...) Thanks for this game I look positive for
the future and PLEASE do advertising on it and more items you can get. I played just ~6 hours and i am not sure if i can get
anything new due abilitys.

go go go :-) i also try to get more players for this game. Absolutely amazing. I can really recommend this toolkit. It contains
quite a few awesome scripts. For example a script that features dozens of AI improvements for GameGuru's default AI.
Contains a ton of very useful scripts, doors jamming, objective markers, hud text, etc.
. If you are wondering what is this game about, I'd describe it as "reverse Angry Birds".

You have to build a fort using the furniture you find around the house, every item have unique properties that combined help
you to keep the cats away while Nia (the protagonist) is reading.
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The game is fun, but short, it has some replayability potential though.

I don't regret buying it.

8.5\/10 - Very good.. The vibe this game puts out is like Ico + Silent Hill + Actraiser. I'm in love with the writing.. A nice little
old-school horror experience, unfortunately very short! Half of the fun in this game is discovering all the death scenes, all of
which are animated wonderfully and creative. (Mortal Kombat has nothing on this game)

Solid music and sounds, and the voice actress playing the main character of Lily Velez did a great job. I think the game would
really benefit from having an unlockable gallery with all cutscenes & models.. Great game with very interesting story and a great
score. The only problem with it is that the combat (which there is a lot of) is pretty bad. But it was only about 4 dollars (it was
on sale) and it was definitely worth the 3 hours it took to beat.. I find it a shame that this locomotive has no scenarios included
for it in career mode. They should be included with every ocomotive add-on, or the package feel uncomplete.. The game is
really good, I would recommend it. It's more for puzzle professionals than beginners. What I personally do not like is that it has
too many levels. I do not have all the levels through but if I'm right it should be 304 of which more than the half are really
tricky.
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